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RELEASED IN 2007, ENCHANTED
was both love letter to and spoof of the 
classic Disney fairy tale, in which Amy 

Adams’s (animated) soon-to-be Princess 
Giselle is catapulted into the real world by the 
evil Queen Narissa (Susan Sarandon). With
an impressive 93% Fresh rating on Rotten 
Tomatoes and a box offi ce take of $340.5 
million, it’s not surprising that talk soon 
started of a sequel. It’s only now, 15 years later, 
however, that it’s materialising in the shape of 
Disenchanted. This is a Disney+ exclusive that 
sees the return of Adams, as well as James 
Marsden as Prince (now King) Edward and 
Patrick Dempsey as Giselle’s real-world
husband, Robert.

“Amy was the catalyst,” producer Barry 
Josephson tells Red Alert. “No one knew that 
fi rst movie better than her.” Now on board as 
exec producer, the actor helped navigate the 
script through various writers, until they 
settled on Brigitte Hales, a veteran of Once 
Upon A Time, having written over 50 episodes 
of the fantasy drama.

“She was very, very encyclopaedic and
astute and creative about fairy tales,” enthuses 
Josephson. “She came up with some brilliant 
concepts along the way that led us to a 
screenplay that when the studio read it,
they were very engaged with.”

When we fi rst met Giselle she was an almost 
total innocent, a fairy tale character propelled 
into modern-day New York City. At the end of 
the fi lm – spoiler alert – she stays there and 
marries Robert, while former beau Prince 
Edward returns to the animated land of 
Andalasia with Robert’s one-time fi ancé, 
Nancy. The Giselle we meet this time, though, 
has been living a normal, Big Apple life for 15 
years, so presumably is quite a changed person?

“We talked quite a bit about the reason 
behind Giselle’s new journey,” Josephson says. 
“She lives in New York City, but she’s thinking 
about the life she had in Andalasia, the fairy 

tale life, and what that meant to her 
emotionally and spiritually. She’s like, ‘I don’t 
want to go back to Andalasia, but I do want to 
change our life, so here’s what we’re going to 
do: we’re going to move to suburbia, and I’m 
going to try to create a world that is magical 
and wonderful and uplifting, like the world
I had in Andalasia.’”

The original Enchanted was a movie that 
played as satisfyingly to adults as it did to kids. 
But Josephson is aware that at least half the 
intended audience for Disenchanted are in a 
very different place to the children who lapped 
up that fi rst fi lm in 2007.

“We’re living with a generation that probably 
50% is on social media and prefer social media 
more than anything else,” he says. “How do you 
bring a younger and teen and adult audience to 
an aspirational story like this? The thing that 
we engaged in with the development of the 
movie was that Giselle is going to make a wish, 
well-intended, but that wish potentially is 
going to have consequences. What are those 
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In 1997, when Barry Josephson joined Disney producing fi lms, he brushed up on his SF knowledge by reading SFX. 

consequences? How strong is the dilemma of 
that? How does it change things? We thought, 
‘Would the audience be engaged with all of 
these manifestations?’ I feel we’ve succeeded 
with that.”

A big clue as to what the fi lm is about is in
its title. Josephson says they never seriously 
considered any variation on Enchanted 2, and 
that Disenchanted illustrates where its lead 
character is emotionally at the beginning of the 
fi lm. “Giselle has become quite disenchanted 
with her life,” the producer explains, “and she 
wants to have a profound change. We kept 
trying this title out on each other until the time 
where we needed to declare it.

“We just couldn’t live any more with 
Enchanted 2 or Enchanted: The Other Story
or Enchanted: The Wish… I will say that Sean 
Bailey [Disney’s president] challenged us early 
on by saying, ‘If we’re going to make this movie, 
it needs to be a standalone story.’ And I think 
we succeeded in that by calling it Disenchanted, 
because it suggests immediately, there’s 
something else to do.”

Still, Enchanted was also intended as a 
standalone, and that fi lm got a sequel. So, 
should audiences take to this follow-up, will we 
be getting an Enchanted 3? And what would it 
be called?

“In the brain of the producer, there’s always 
talk of a sequel,” Josephson laughs, “but I don’t 
have a title for it! I’ve not had any formal 
conversations with anybody. I think it’s always 
premature until you’ve had some level of 
success. But in my mind, the wheels are turning 
as they’ve always turned with this project. 
When you feel strongly about what you have, 
you always want to have a sequel.” SO

Disenchanted is on Disney+ from 18 November.
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